KOSHER CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that the following products of JALLES MACHADO S/A, in the city of Goianesia, Goias State, Brazil, are being manufactured under my supervision and are KOSHER PARVE L’MEHADRIN for year-round consumption including PASSOVER:

- ORGANIC CRYSTAL SUGAR/EVAPORATED CANE JUCE
- SPECIAL WHITE CRYSTAL SUGAR
- VHP CRYSTAL SUGAR

The following products are KOSHER PARVE L’MEHADRIN for year-round consumption EXCEPT FOR PASSOVER:

- ANHYDROUS ALCOHOL
- HYDRATED NEUTRAL ORGANIC ALCOHOL
- HYDRATED ALCOHOL

This certificate is valid up to September 30th/‘21, and is then subject to renewal.

S. Paulo, September 30th /‘20

Rabbi M. A. Iliovits